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Importance of
Music
Music is an asset to preschool children. It not
only makes learning more
fun and exciting, but it
also makes learning easier. It
helps
children
to enjoy
learning
because
they do not realize
they are actually
learning; they think
they are just singing,
dancing, and having a
good time. Music
has lasting affects
on children and
makes knowledge
‘unforgettable.’
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Artistic learning
with children
helps develops
creativity and
imagination,
social awareness,
and reasoning
skills.
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Music’s Benefits for
Children
Language

Confidence

Self Expression

Poise

Memory Skills

Family Interaction

Concentration

Parent/Child Bonding

Social Interaction

Emotional Development

Fine Motor Skills

Voice Expression

Listening

And kids like it!

Problem Solving

http://www.musikgarten.org/
benefits.html

Teamwork
Goal Setting
Coordination
Music Playing
Creativity
Family Involvement
Self Esteem

Music activities are perfect for child
development. Music immerses the child
in language, evokes movement, stimulates the
brain and fosters physical coordination – all in
a group setting that builds community – a holistic experience.
http://www.musikgarten.org/benefits.html

Music influences all children no matter
race, culture, or background everyone
can and does benefit; there is no cultural biases. Through musical activities
families can explore more deeply different subject matter and help child
succeed in a positive nonthreatening manner.

Why Do Music Every Day? Making
music is always a joyous experience for young
children, which is reason enough to include it
on a daily basis. Other benefits of providing
appropriate musical activities everyday are:
 Enriches all areas of child developmentphysical, social emotional, cognitive, aesthetic, linguistic, spiritual
 Stimulates the brain and helps many facets
of learning
 Decreases stress and increases energy
 Brings people together & creates a sense
of community
 Fosters acts of kindness and co-operation
 Music, unlike other activities, provides an
instant connection with most children
 Music matters and can be available everyone, anywhere, anytime
http://www.leahsmusicclass.com/why.html

Music has a greater impact on our
youth than we realize. Music can
be integrated into our lives beginning before birth and be continuing
throughout our lifetime. Music is
one of the simplest things someone
can add to almost any part of the
day to make it more enjoyable,
and provide a valuable learning experience at the same time. Music
opens avenues of success for students who may have problems in
other areas of the curriculum.
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